Learn: Bicycle Repair

**Books and Materials**

The ultimate bicycle owner's manual: the universal guide to bikes, riding, and everything for beginner and seasoned cyclists

by Eben Weiss

*“Everything you need to know to purchase, maintain, and ride a bike for recreation, commuting, competition, travel, and beyond! With his latest book, The Ultimate Bicycle Owner’s Manual, Weiss makes his vast experience and practical advice available to bike "newbies" and veterans alike.*

Zinn & the art of road bike maintenance: the world's best-selling bicycle repair and maintenance guide

by Lennard Zinn

*The author of Zinn’s Cycling Primer and The Mountain Bike Owner’s Manual includes how to choose the right bike, instructions for regular care, proper installation of the newest 10- and 11-speed chains, torque specifications for tightening delicate parts, and much more. Original.*

Maintaining mountain bikes: the do-it-yourself guide

by Melanie Allwood

*Written by a leading mountain bike expert, this is your essential guide to getting the most out of and caring for your mountain bike.*

**eBooks**

Bike Maintenance Tips, Tricks & Techniques

by Future Publishing Ltd

Total Bike Repair Maintenance

by Immediate Media Company London Limited

Ultimate Guide to Bike Maintenance & Upgrades

by Dennis Publishing UK

Your learning made to fit.
Online Resources

Intro to Bike Maintenance from REI

Learn the basics of bike maintenance. This class covers everything from a routine pre-ride inspection to how to keep your drive train clean and lubricated. Watch the full class video or dive into specific topics in the individual chapters. *These videos may contain ads and its content does not reflect the views of the Metropolitan Library System.*

Intro to Bike Maintenance Basics from REI

With gears, chains and a bunch more moving parts, bikes can seem daunting to maintain. But in this beginner-level series, we make it simple to keep your ride running smooth. We cover inspecting your bike, fixing flat tires, greasing a chain, cleaning a bike and building a tool kit. The articles include simple directions with photos and short videos. *These videos may contain ads and its content does not reflect the views of the Metropolitan Library System.*

Community Resources

Local bike shops are often great sources of information. They may offer paid classes, and most employees are able to answer your questions or help you pick out tools and supplies for bike repairs.

Oklahoma Bicycle Society

The Oklahoma Bicycle Society promotes fun and safe cycling in Central Oklahoma. The site includes a calendar of events for local bike rides, races and more. It also has a section dedicated to bicycle maintenance classes. *There is a fee to join the society and there may be an associated fee for classes.*